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Introduction

Consider the system of parabolic differential equations

n Pι/α N r\u&

+ Σ bl(x, ')-̂ - + Σ c'f(x, /)«'--^- = 0,
f=ι C^ 0=1 Ot

α=l,2,.. ., TV.

Each equation of (*) contains derivatives of just one component of the unknown

functions ul(x, t)9 u2(x, t), ..., UN(X, ί), and the system (*) is coupled only in the

terms which are not differentiated; so that a system of this form is said to be weakly

coupled [II]. Such weakly coupled parabolic systems form a class to which most

of the methods and techniques employed in the study of a single parabolic equation

apply with minor necessary modifications.

During the last decade weakly coupled parabolic systems, both linear and

nonlinear, have been intensively investigated by several authors, remarkably by

Polish mathematicians. We refer in particular to the books of Protter and

Weinberger [11], Szarski [12] and Walter [13], and the relevant references quoted

in them.

The purpose of this paper is to add to the theory of weakly coupled parabolic

systems results concerning the asymptotic behavior for ί-»oo of solutions of the

Gauchy problem for the system (*) with unbounded coefficients. Specifically

we focus our attention on the extension of the corresponding theorems which

we have recently obtained for a single parabolic equation with unbounded co-

efficients [4]. Our results incidentally generalize those of one of the authors for

more restricted classes of weakly coupled parabolic systems [7], [8].

The main tool is the maximum principle and the use of various comparison

functions constructed so as to control the behavior of the solutions under consid-

eration. The maximum principle is proved in § 1. The asymptotic behavior of

solutions of (*) is studied in §§ 2 and 3 § 2 concerns the exponential decay of the

solutions with unbounded initial values, while § 3 concerns the exponential growth

of the positive or negative solutions with nonvanishing initial values. In §4 it

*) The research of this author is supported by National Science Council.
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is shown that Liouville type theorems for some weakly coupled elliptic systems
can be obtained as immediate consequences of the theorems of §§ 2 and 3.

§ 1. Maximum Principle

In this section we are concerned with the weakly coupled system of parabolic
inequalities

(1.1) L«[wα] + Σ c«0(x, OM^O, α = l, ..., N,

where each Lα stands for the parabolic operator

It is assumed that the coefficients in (1.1) are real valued in Ω x [0, Γ], Ω being an
unbounded domain in R" with closure Ω and boundary dΩ, and satisfy there
the following hypotheses A :

There exist constants K\ > 0, K2 ^ 0, K3 > 0, μ > 0 and λ such that

a + 1)+ l]-Λ(|χ|

c >(x, f)^0,

β—ί

for all (x, t)<=βχ [0, Γ], all real n-vectors { = ({!,..., ξπ) and α, jS = l, ..., N.
We establish the following maximum principle.

THEOREM 1. Suppose thay hypotheses A hold. Let u*(x, t)9 α = l, ..., N,
be real valued functions which are continuous in Ω x [0, T], differentiate once
with respect to t and twice with respect to x in Ωx(0, T], and satisfy (1.1) in
Ωx(0, T]. Suppose that for each α = l, ..., N9

(1.2) u'(x, 0^0 on {3ί2x[0, T]} u{Ωx(ί = 0)},

(1.3) u*(x, ί)^Mexp{fc[log(|x|2-hl) + l]λ(|x|2-hl)^ in Ωx(0, T],

where M and k are some positive constants.
Then wα(x, ί)^0 in βχ[0, T], α = l, ..., JV.

PROOF. Let Λ.^0. We introduce the auxiliary function
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v(x, 0 =

where

It is easy to verify [4] that v(x, f) satisfies

(1.4) L α M+Σc α ^<OinΩx(0, H-1], α=l, ..., N.

Consider the system of functions

wα(x, t) = u*(x, t)--Mexp{2keHt[log(\x\2 + l)+lY(\x\2

, α=l, ..., N,

in the cylinder ΩQ x [0, If"1], where Ωρ = Ωn(\x\<ρ')9 p>0. Since by (1.2)-
(1.4)

Lα[wα] + Σcα^>0 inΩx(0, fT1],
β=l

w«(x, 0^0 on {3Ωρx[0, H'^Ju {βρ x(ί = 0)}, α=l, ..., N,

we have, by the standard maximum principle for weakly coupled parabolic sys-
tems [11] (Chapter 3, Theorem 13), wα(x, ί)^0 in 5βx[0, fT1], α = l, ..., N.

Let (x*, t*) be an arbitrary fixed point of Ω x [0, H"1]. Then (x*, ί*) is
contained in βρ x [0, /f"1] for all sufficiently large p, and we have wα(x*, f*)
<;0. Letting p-^ oo, we conclude that wα(x*, ί*)^0, that is, wα(x, ί)^0 in ώ x
[0, H"1] for each α. To show that the required inequalities hold throughout
Ω x [0, T] it suffices to iterate the above procedure a finite number of times.

The case where λ<0 can be treated analogously.

REMARKS, (i) Theorem 1 remains true if the domain Ω is replaced by
the entire space R". In this case the condition (1.2) must be replaced by the
following:

u"(x, 0)^0 forxEΞfl 1 1, α = l, ..., N.

(ii) An analogue of Theorem 1 for a single parabolic inequality has recently
been given by the present authors [4] (Theorem 1.1).

(iii) Theorem 1 can be generalized to give comparison theorems for weakly
coupled nonlinear parabolic systems of the form

du* du* 82u' d2"* d 2*/Λ_ du

α=l, ..., N.
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The special case where 1=0 and μ= 1 has been discussed in a more general setting
by Besala [1].

§ 2. Decay of Solutions

In this section we shall deal with the asymptotic decay of solutions of the
Cauchy problem for the weakly coupled parabolic system

(2.1) Lα[wα] + cα*(x, 0^ = 0, α=l, ..., N,

i=ι
-,

at

which is defined in the half-space R" x [0, oo) and satisfies there the following
hypotheses B:

There exist constants k^O, K^O, K2^0, K3>0, K4, λ^O and μ>0 such
that

c"i>(x, 0^0,

Σ c*ι>(x, ί) ̂  - ίC3[log(| x 1 2 + 1) + ί}\\ x 1 2 + 1)" + K4

for all (x, ί)^#w x [0, oo), all real n-vectors ξ = (ξ^ ..., ξπ) and α, β= 1, ..., N.
By a solution of (2.1) we mean a system of N real valued functions

wα(x, f)> α = l, ..., N, which are continuous in K"x[0, oo), continuously differ-
entiable once with respect to t and twice with respect to x in Rn x (0, oo), and
satisfy the system (2.1) in Rn x (0, oo).

The main result of this section is stated in the following theorem.

THEOREM. 2. Suppose that hypotheses B hold. Let ua(x, t)9 α = l, ..., N,
be a solution of (2.1) with the properties:

(a) for any Γ>0 there exist positive numbers Mτ and kτ such that

for (x, Oe^xtO, T], α = l, ..., N;
(b) there exist positive numbers M and k such that
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for x<=R", α=l, ...9N.

Suppose in addition that the following inequalities hold:

(2.2)

and

(2.3) R

or

(2.3')

where y is the positive root of the quadratic equation

(2.4) 4Kί(λ + μ)2y2 + 2K2(λ + μ)ny — K3 = Q.

Then limwα(x, t) = Q, α=l, ..., N, the convergence being of exponential

order and uniform with respect to x^Rn.

PROOF. The following is an adaptation of the proof for the case of single
parabolic equations [4]. We limit ourselves to the case 0<μ^l; a parallel
argument holds if μ > 1.

Put v*(x, i) = u*(x, t)e~K4t

9 α = l, ..., N. Then v*(x, t) satisfy the system

Lα[>α] + Σ c"β(x> t)vβ = Q in K"x(0, oo), α=l, ..., N,

where cΛβ(x, i) = cΛβ(x, i)-K4δ
Λβ, δ«β being the Kronecker symbols. It follows

that

(2.5) c"β(x, ί)^0,

and

(2.6)

We shall show that

(2.7) \v*(x, TO)|^MO for

where

(2.8) Γ0=
 l

,
*
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and

(2 9) Mn =U-yj MO

To do this, we introduce the comparison function

2K1(λ+μ)(2λ + 2μ + n) , , ,Λ
+ - (1 p >>

where p > 1 is a parameter and

] (log pΓ1.

It is easy to see from hypotheses B, (2.5) and (2.6) that

LΛM+ Σ cΛβ(*, Ow^O in Rn x(0, τo(p)-1], α=l, ..., N.
β=l

Apply the maximum principle, Theorem 1, to the functions w(x, i)±v*(x, i),
α=l, ..., N. Then we conclude that |uα(x, ί)|^w(x, ί) in jRπx(0, τo(ρ)"1],
α = 1, . . ., N. In particular,

for xeK", α=l, ..., JV, where

Taking ί = τ0(p)""1 to be the initial time and repeating the above procedure we have

\v*(x, τ0(pΓ i + τι(p)- 1)| g M2(p) exp {/cp~2 [log(| x \ 2 + 1) + 1]̂ (| x |

for xeRπ, α = l, ..., N, where

and

Proceeding in this way we have in general

(2.10) \v*(x, τ/p)- »)l ̂  Mp+ t(p) expίfcp-"- ^ [log (|x| » + 1) + lp(|x| 2 + 1)"}
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for x^Rn, α=l, ..., N, where

(2.11) τ^=lK3k^pJ-2K2(λ + μ)n-4K,(λ + μykp^(logprl

and

(2.12) Mp+1(p) = Mexp ̂ ±^±^

p = 0, 1, 2, ....

Using the inequality

r1 < _ l- __ logp
= = -

which follows from (2.11), we see immediately from (2.12) that the sequence
(Mv(p)} is uniformly bounded by the constant M0 defined in (2.9).

GO

Observing that lim Σ τ / (p)~1 = 7θ5 TO being defined in (2.8), choose a
ρ->l + 0 j = 0

p0 > 1 such that if 1 <p <p0

\v«(x, T0) -t>«(x,
j=

where x is an arbitrary but fixed point of £". Fixing such a p find an integer P
such that if p>P

\v*(x, Σ φYl)~u(x, Σ τj(prl)\<εl29 α = l, ..., N.
7=0 y=0

For such choices of p and p

\V(x, T0)\<\V(x, Στ/prOKε,
j=o

and taking (2.10) and the bounds Mp(p)^M0 into account,

α=l, ..., N. Letting ρ-+oo and β^O we arrive at the inequality

\v«(x9 TO)|^MO, α=l, ...,N.

Since x is arbitrary we have thus established the required inequality (2.7).
In order to investigate the behavior of vΛ(x9 t) for t > T0 we introduce another

comparison function

where
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= 7 tanh WKάλ + μγγV- Γ0)]

and

where y denotes the positive root of (2.4). W(x, ί) is constructed so as to satisfy

the differential inequalities Lα[fF]+ Σ cα^^^0 in Rnx(T09 oo), α = l, ..., AT, and
0=1

the initial condition W(x9 T0) = M0 on #n. Applying the maximum principle,
Theorem 1, to W(x, t)±υ«(x, t) we have \v«(x, t)\^W(x, t) in Rn x (T0, oo), α
= 1, ..., N, which amounts to

for (x, OeK"x(T 0, oo ), α=l, ..., JV, where

This shows that, as ί->oo, each ί;α(x, ί) behaves like exp{2[ — k1nμ + 2Kίμ(l— μ)
+ 4K^yt}. Noting that wα(x, i) = v*(x, t)eK4t, we conclude that under condi-
tions (2.2) and (2.3) (when 0<μ<Π) each wα(x, ί) approaches zero exponen-
tially as f-»oo. It is obvious that the convergence is uniform with respect to

This proves the theorem.

REMARKS, (i) An analogue of Theorem 2 for single parabolic equations
has been proved in [4] (Theorem 2.1).

(ii) The special case of Theorem 2 in which λ = 0 and μ= 1 has been studied
by one of the authors [7] (Theorem 3).

§3. Growth of Solutions

The purpose of this section is to study the asymptotic growth of positive
solutions of the weakly coupled system of parabolic inequalities

(3.1) Lα[wα]+ Σ caβ(x, ί)u'£θ, α = l, ..., N,

L*= Σ afj(x, * ) - + Σ bf(x, *)-r— W>
i,j=l CXiϋXj ί=i CXi 01

which is defined in the half-space Λπx[0, oo) and satisfies there the following

hypotheses C:
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K2^Q, fc3>0, K3>0, /c4^0, λ^O andThere exist constants fc^O, K
μe(0, 1] such that

£ Σ aij
ί,J=l

, 0

for all (x, 0^^r tχC°5 °°)> all real n- vectors ξ = (ξi9 ..., ξrt) and α, j8=l, ..., JV.
We shall prove the following.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that hypotheses C hold. Let wα(x, f)> α=l, •••? N,
be real valued functions which are continuous in Rn x [0, oo), continuously
differentiable once with respect to t and twice with respect to x in Rnx(Q, oo),
and satisfy the system (3.1) in Rnx(Q9 oo). Let in addition the following con-
ditions be satisfied:

(a) for each T>0 there exist positive numbers Mτ and kτ such that

for (x, ί)eΛ"x(0, T], α=l, ..., JV;

(b) wα(x, 0)^0 and u«(x9 0)^0 /or

Suppose that

(3.2) fc4-2K1(A + μ)ny

where y is the positive root of the quadratic equation in y

(3.3)

Then limwα(x, 0=0°? α=l, •••> ,̂ ί^^ divergence being of exponential order
ί-XDO

uniform on every compact of Rn.

PROOF. Observe first that wα(x, ί)>0 in Rn x(0, oo), α = l, ..., N, according
to the maximum principle, Theorem 1, and the strong maximum principle for
weakly coupled parabolic systems [11]. It can be shown as in [8] that for each
ί0 > 0 there exist positive numbers M and k such that
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for x<=Rn, α=l,..., N.

We introduce the comparison function v(x, t) defined by

υ(x, 0 =

where

<>> - (A: - y )

and

ΐ
g2k ^

- (* - y) log (y + *)-(*-

Here δ denotes the absolute value of the negative root of (3.3). It is not difficult to

verify that Lα[>] + £J cα^(x, f> ̂  0 in R" x (ί0, oo) and v(x, ί0) = Mexpί - fc[log([x| 2
β=ι

+ 1) + l]A(|x|2 + l)μ} on Rn [4]. Now apply the maximum principle, Theorem 1,

to the functions υ(x, i)-u*(x, t\ α = l, ..., N. Then it follows that wα(x, ί)
^ ϋ(x, 0 in Rn x (ί0, oo). Since φ(t) is bounded for t > ί0, the limiting behavior of

φc, ί) as f-*oo is determined by the factor exp{^(ί)}5 which behaves just like
exp{(fc4 — 4kίμ

2γ2— 2K±n(λ + μ)y)t] for large ί. Consequently, each wα(x, t) tends
exponentially to infinity as ί->oo; obviously the divergence is uniform on every

compact x-set. Thus the proof is complete.

REMARKS, (i) An analogue of Theorem 3 for a single parabolic inequali-
ty has been proved in [4] (Theorem 3.1).

(ii) The special case of Theorem 3 in which Λ, = 0, and μ=l has been ob-
tained by one of the authors [8] (Theorem 2).

(iii) Let, in hypotheses C, the condition "cα/?(x, 0^0, α^β" be replaced
by the more stringent "caβ(x, i)>Q, α^/Γ. Then the conclusion of Theorem 3
remains true under the weaker initial condition :

(b') There exists an α such that wα(x, 0)^0 and wα(x, 0)^0 for
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§4. Weakly Coupled Elliptic Systems

Inspired by EideΓman and Porper [5], we present here Liouville type theorems
for some weakly coupled elliptic systems with unbounded coefficients.

We begin by stating a Liouville theorem for the system

(4.1) Σ ̂  W - r - + Σ ferw-+ Σ c "W=o, a=ι, ..., N,
itj=l OXiOXj i=i OXi β=l

whose coefficients are defined and real valued in Rn and satisfy there following
hypotheses :

There exist constants fc^O, K^Q, K2^0, /c3>0, K3>0, fc4^0, λ^O and
μe(0, 1] such that

Σ
β=l

for all xeRπ, all real n-vectors ξ = (ξ1? ..., ξn) and α, )8 = 1, ..., N.

THEOREM 4. Suppose that the above hypotheses hold. Suppose in addition
that

(4.2) k4-2Kί(λ + μ)ny-4kίμ
2y2>Q9

where y is the positive root of the quadratic equation

Let u*(x\ α=l, ..., N, be a solution of (4.1) in Rn with the properties:
(i) there exist positive constants M and k such that

for xt=Rn, α = l, ..., N;

(ϋ) wα(x)^0, or u*(x)^Q,forx<=Rn, α = l, ..., N.

Then u*(x) = Qfor xtΞR", α = l, ..., N.
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PROOF. We observe that u*(x), α = l, ..., A7, is the unique solution to the
following Cauchy problem

(4.3) Σ flfjOQ ;,"")£ + .Σ ό?W-|r + Σ a >(x)υ>—%£- = 0

for(jc,

for xe,RM, α = l, ..., ΛΓ.

Let wα(x)^0 for xe jR", α= 1,..., N. If wα(x)^0 for some α, then it follows from
Theorem 3 (Remark (iii)) that lίmt?β(x, i) = u*(x) = <x> for xeR", α = l, ..., JV.

ί-*oo

This is obviously a contradiction. The case where uΛ(x)^Q for x^Rn can be
treated similarly.

EXAMPLE 1. That condition (4.2) is sharp is illustrated by the elliptic system

which has a solution uA(x) = u2(x)= e~l*l 2/ 2, where /d is the n-dimensional
Laplace operator. For this system, 2 = 0, μ = l, fc1=K1 = l, K2 = 0, fc3 = l,
fc4 = n + l5 lC3 = n and 7=1/2. But condition (4.2) is violated: k4-2Kί(λ + μ)nγ

Our final theorem concerns the complex valued entire solutions of the elliptic
system containing a complex parameter ω:

(4.4) Σ afj(X)-~-+ Σ bf(x)-+ Σ c f(x)uf = ωu , α=l, .... N.

Assume that there exist constants /c1>0, Kι>0, K2^Q, K3>Q, K4, A=tO and
μ>0 such that

β-1

for all xe£", all real n-vectors ξ = ( ξ ί 9 ..., ξn) and α, /? = !, ..., N. Assume
furthermore that
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(4.5)

or

(4.50

where γ is the positive root of the quadratic equation

THEOREM 5. Suppose the above hypotheses hold. Let ua(x\ α=l, ..., N9

be a complex valued solution of the system (4.4) in Rn with the property that

(4.6)

for xeRπ, α=l, ..., N, where M, M', fc, k' are positive constants. If Reω^O
and k<γ, then u*(x) = Qfor x^R", α=l, ..., N.

PROOF. Putting ω = σ1+Λ/ —1 σ2, and Mα(x) = w?(x) + λ/ —1 w|(x), α=l, ...,

N9 we form the functions

It is easy to see [9] that v*(x, t) satisfy the parabolic system (4.3) in Rn x (0, oo)
and the initial condition v*(x, 0) = W}(x) on Rn, α=l, ..., N. According to
Theorem 2, limί;α(x, t) = Q for x^Rn, α=l, ..., N. Since σ x^0 by hypothesis,

f-+oo

all the functions wί(x), w^W must vanish identically in Rn, thereby completing
the proof of the theorem.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the elliptic system

(4.7)

For this system, λ = Q, μ=l, fe1=X1 = l, X2 = 0, X3 = l, X4 = l-n, and y = l/2.
Hence, by Theorem 5, the solution of (4.7) satisfying

(4.8) \ul(x)\^Mek\x\2 and |w2(x)|^Mekl*l2 with fc<l/2,

vanishes identically in Rn. Since w1(λ:) = w 2W = e |x |2/2 is a solution of (4.7), it
is not possible to replace k by 1/2 in (4.8). This shows that the growth restric-
tion (4.6) with k<γ cannot be relaxed.

REMARK. Among numerous papers dealing with Liouville theorems for
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elliptic equations we refer in particular to the papers by Besala [2], Besala and
Ugowski [3], EideΓman and Porper [5], Krzyzaήski [6], and Oddson [10].
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